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Herausforderungen auf der Letzten Meile
Exemplarische Liefersituationen in Stuttgart

»The term city logistics refers to all operational and 
distributive activities related to the demand-driven, efficient 

distribution of goods in the city [...].«
Baum et al (City Logistik Köln, Institut für Verkehrswissenschaft Universität Köln, 1996)

Challenges on the last mile
City logistics in the public debate

Pollutant emissions Obstacles for traffic Cargo volume not fully utilized
|

Security of supply Service Level



Challenges on the last mile
Impressions of delivery situations in Stuttgart
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Turning lane blocked by delivery traffic

Use of trucks for parcel delivery

Delivery of large volume shipments

Obstruction of traffic flow due to second row parking



Is the permissible total weight 
of the vehicle exceeded?

Bottleneck VOLUME

Bottleneck TIME

How many packages fit in the 
cargo space? 

Do they need to be reloaded?

How many deliveries have to be 
made?
What is the distance between 
the delivery addresses?

Bottleneck PAYLOAD

Alternative parcel delivery with cargo bikes
Bottleneck sizes in the planning of delivery tours



Challenges on the last mile
New concepts are being tested
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Substitution of diesel-powered vehicles with electric 
vehicles while maintaining the same transport volume

Cargo bikes utilizing inner city micro hubs



Urban consolidation centers (Micro Hubs)
Fleet composition
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»Delivery VAN«
Battery Electric 

Vehicle

»Cargo Bike«
Battery Electric 

Vehicle

»Small vehicle«
Battery electric

Vehicle

Conventional
City Distribution

Alternative
City Distribution (White Labeling)

»Delivery VAN«
Combustion Engine

Depot Micro-Hub City Border Customer



City Micro Hubs
Rising demand for space for the turnaround of goods
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New distribution structures
(additional turnaround of goods within the city)

Loading of the parcel trailer in the depot in the outskirts of the city



City Micro Hubs
Rising demand for space for the turnaround of goods
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New distribution structures
(additional turnaround of goods within the city)

Parking of the micro hub on inner city space



City Micro Hubs
Rising demand for space for the turnaround of goods
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New distribution structures
(additional turnaround of goods within the city)

Cargo bikes for last mile delivery
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Advantages of small electric vehicles

 (locally) emission-free delivery

 Use of bicycle lane infrastructure

 Reduced space requirements for parking

 Reduction of second row parking

 Reduction of traffic noise

 Economic deployment in areas with 
sufficiently high recipient density

Urban consolidation centers (Micro Hubs)
Fleet composition



Digital Logistics Platforms
City logistics is becoming more complex
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Reservation of charging
infrastructures for electric

vehicles

Dynamic restrictions
(City administration)
e.g. delivery time restrictions

Tour planning of white label
routes

Data analysis
e.g. prediction of parcel volumes

Digital Logistics
Platform

Reservation of urban micro 
hubs



Digital Logistics Platforms
Use Case: Use of parking garages as logistics space
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Daily determination of the space 
requirements by logistics companies
Rental of space via app
Delivery to the parking garage by van, box 

truck or large cargo bike
Rearrangement and temporary storage for 

fine distribution on parking spaces
Exit with smaller cargo bikes
Automatic billing at the end of the month 

Use of parking areas for deliveries with
cargo bikes



Digital Logistics Platforms
Use Case: Use of parking garages as logistics space
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Flexible price = P0 + Pf ∗ x1 ∗ x2 ∗ x3 ∗ x𝑛𝑛

Base price (P_0): Determined from the 
location of the parking garage (near the 
city center, on the outskirts), the 
minimum price set by the parking 
manager, and the historical occupancy 
data. 

𝑃𝑃0: Base price
𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓: Flexible share
𝑥𝑥1: Traffic volume
𝑥𝑥2: Air pollution (Feinstaub,𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑥𝑥, 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁2)
𝑥𝑥3: Echtzeit-Parkraumauslastung



Summary
Digital data platforms to reorganize urban logistics
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 Increasingly complex logistics processes must be controlled centrally
 In the future, more players will be involved in the logistics process, and they will have 

to exchange data
Logistics companies
City Administrations
Energy companies
Shippers and recipients

Platforms can be used to analyze data, make predictions and optimize processes
Data platforms offer great potential for new business models
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